Thermal Electron Emission from LaB6 and BaO in a Thermionic Set-Up
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S for n- and p-type semiconductors has opposite sign
Þ voltages add up
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Experimental Set-Up

LaB6 to molybdenum (LaB6 coated)
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LaB6 ; U = 10 V; d = 2 mm
LaB6 ; U = 0 V; d = 2 mm
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LaB6 ; U = 10 V; d = 0,7 m m
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LaB6 ; U = 0 V; d = 0,7 m m
Anode LaB6 beschi chtet
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F = 2, 9 eV; A 0 = 120 A /(cm ²K²)
F = 2, 5 eV; A 0 = 40 A /(cm²K²)

LaB6 ; U = 0 V; d = 0,7 m m
Anode LaB6 beschi chtet
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saturation current
dependance on the
gap width clearly visible
reduced work function
due to coating

manipulator with a BaO electrode mounted

BaO to LaB6 (1.00 mm)

highest power reached
at high currents and
low voltage due to the
exponential behaviour

substantially higher
saturation currents
due to smaller gap

LaB6 to BaO (1.00 mm)
with Ba evaporated from collector

LaB6 to BaO (1.00 mm)

coplanar surfaces
adjustable distance down to 0.7 mm
Al2O3 heating plates
Þ cathode and anode can be heated up to 1600 K
in both cases reduced
work function of LaB6

break-down of the
space charge effect is
indication of Ba ions
inside the vacuum gap

similar onset of space
charge limitation

CST-simulation of the influence of the magnetic field caused by the heater

CST-simulation of the influence of the sample geometry
open cathode

cathode with top-plate

BaO electrode with molybdenum top plate (1 cm2 aperture)

electrostatic field

magnetic field

® very similar space charge potential
® strong local electric field and the aperture edge
® no electrons escape sidewards when top-plate is present

Modified set-up for small cathode - anode gaps
(two LaB6 tablets with 0.25 mm sapphire distance holders)

® only minor changes in the trajectories are visible

Simple Model
(estimation of the space charge effect)

CST-simulation of the energy distribution and flight-time of the emitted electrons (1 mm gap width) for different collector potential
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energy distribution at 0.25 mm from cathode

-

trajectories for 0 V

time of flight for different collector potentials
the electrons stay for a time t between emitter and collector
(t = 5 ns at 1500 K for d = 1 mm)
I
T
d
1,7 mA; 1500 K; 2,100 mm;
7,6 mA; 1500 K; 1,000 mm;
15,4 mA; 1500 K; 0,700 mm;

USC
- 5,0 V
- 5,0 V
- 5,0 V

energy distribution at 0.50 mm from cathode

trajectories for 10 V

CST-Simulations
simulation work-flow

applied solvers
- stationary current solver
- electrostatics fields solver
- magnetostatics fields solver
- thermal solver
- particle tracking solver
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